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1. Introduction 

This class will show you how to use the Robot Structural Analysis software’s comprehensive API to simulate complex 

structural problems and thus improve efficiency and provide feedback loops. We will review several examples where the 

API has been used to link Robot Structural Analysis software to other software in order to speed up model generation 

and help create complicated geometry models with a high level of accuracy. We will show you tips, tricks, and effective 

practices for generating models that run efficiently, and you will discover how to use the API to extract results in order to 

provide optimisation feedback loops. We will also show you how to use such functions as Result Query and Cache in 

Microsoft Visual Basic to access data within Robot Structural Analysis software. We will use at least 1 example of this type 

of workflow to demonstrate how quickly you can create scripts to link software such as Grasshopper to Robot Structural 

Analysis software, and then continue through to Revit software to produce project documentation and images. 

Key learning objectives:  

1. Discover the benefits and efficiencies that can result from using customized access to control Robot Structural 

Analysis software using the API 

2. Understand the concept of structural optimization using feedback loops between Robot Structural Analysis 

software and parametric scripts 

3. Gain some detailed knowledge of advanced API methods, such as using Result Query to improve data access 

times 

4. Gain beginning knowledge of how to connect Robot Structural Analysis to other software using a simple 

example in visual basic language 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_programming 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Visual_programming_language 
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2. Why all Engineers Should be Programmers 

Many of the underlying characteristics of good Engineers are applicable to computer programming. As more Engineers 

around the world turn to computers to speed up their day to day work and carry out repetitive calculations and tasks 

previously limited by pen, paper and calculators, there is a growing understanding and capability in software 

programming among Engineers. The size, complexity and variety of structural engineering solutions for building projects 

means that commercial structural design and analysis packages struggle to make graphic interfaces flexible enough to 

meet the needs of all users. Add to this the variability of design codes and approaches globally and the task of 

developing a one-stop-shop graphic interface that is fast, efficient and internationally comprehensive and yet simple to 

use becomes self-defeating. Programmable interfaces for software packages (API) are an incredibly powerful way of 

bridging the gap between task and efficiency where the user needs a bespoke solution to a problem.  

Logic 

Both Engineering and software programming are heavily reliant on logic. It follows therefore, that once the notion that 

programming is difficult is overcome, Engineers make fantastic programmers.  

Rigor 

Good Engineers are rigorous by nature. Apart from efficiency, one of the most difficult aspects of structural engineering 

on large and complex projects is maintaining a high level of rigor in the design and calculations. With a small amount of 

computer programming skill, any Engineer can add a layer of quality management by programming repetitive 

calculations and tasks, and enabling auto-check and feedback in a reliable, checkable programmatic way. 

Creativity 

Good Engineers create creative solutions to complex problems. Once Engineers are bound by software or processes that 

do not allow them to think or perform outside the box, tasks becomes repetitive and less thought is applied to each 

solution. Not only can programming be creative in itself – by allowing creative solutions to problems, by reducing 

repetitive manual tasks, it also frees up time for thinking, sketching and researching.  

Efficiency 

Good Engineers strive for efficiency – whether it’s reducing material in a building, or refining aircraft parts. It should go 

without saying that by smart solutions using computer programming, efficiency of tasks such as calculations can be 

increased exponentially.  
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3. How Easy Is it to Control your Robot – Example 1A 

The first and most important thing to note about programming is: it is very very easy. Don’t be daunted by long and 

complicated computer scripts that others have written, when you break them down, they are very very simple. Use this 

example to see how easy it is to link together Robot with Grasshopper – a visual programming software, similar to 

Dynamo. This first example shows you how to create a simple beam in Robot, but using a very fast method called the 

‘robot structure cache’ method.  

Bar_Centrelines Component Script 

Private Sub RunScript(ByVal Bar_Centrelines As List(Of Curve), ByVal Activate As Object, ByRef Update As Object)  

    If Activate = True Then 

      Update = False 

      Dim robot As New RobotApplication 

      Dim robot_cache As RobotStructureCache 

      robot_cache = robot.Project.Structure.CreateCache 

      dim bar_sel as RobotSelection 

      Dim nod_sel As RobotSelection 

      bar_sel = robot.Project.Structure.Selections.CreateFull(IRobotObjectType.I_OT_BAR) 

      nod_sel = robot.Project.Structure.Selections.CreateFull(IRobotObjectType.I_OT_NODE) 

      robot.Project.Structure.Bars.DeleteMany(bar_sel) 

      robot.Project.Structure.Nodes.DeleteMany(nod_sel) 

      Dim bar_start_point As Point3d 

      Dim bar_end_point As point3d 

      Dim bar_kounta As int32: bar_kounta = robot.Project.Structure.Bars.FreeNumber 

      Dim nod_kounta As int32: nod_kounta = robot.Project.Structure.Nodes.FreeNumber 

      For i As int32 = 0 To Bar_Centrelines.Count - 1 

        bar_start_point = Bar_Centrelines(i).PointAtStart 

        bar_end_point = Bar_Centrelines(i).PointAtEnd 

        robot_cache.AddNode(nod_kounta, bar_start_point.X, bar_start_point.Y, bar_start_point.Z) 

        robot_cache.AddNode(nod_kounta + 1, bar_end_point.X, bar_end_point.Y, bar_end_point.Z) 

        robot_cache.AddBar(bar_kounta, nod_kounta, nod_kounta + 1, "UC 305x305x97", "Bar", 0) 

        bar_kounta = bar_kounta + 1 

        nod_kounta = nod_kounta + 2 

      Next i 

      robot.Project.Structure.ApplyCache(robot_cache) 

      robot.Project.ViewMngr.Refresh 

      Update = True 

    End If 

  End Sub 
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4. How Easy Is it to Control your Robot – Example 1B 

This example is similar to example 1B but for a more complicated shape of beam. The visual basic script used is the same 

as the previous example – see example 1A. 
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4. How Easy Is it to Control your Robot – Example 1C 

This example is similar to 1B expect here we are adding some boundary conditions and analysis so that we can get 

realtime feedback of different structure geometry. 

Support_Points Component Script 

Private Sub RunScript(ByVal Support_Points As List(Of Point3d), ByVal Activate As Object, ByRef Update As Object)  

    If Activate = True Then 

      Update = False 

      Dim robot As New RobotApplication 

      Dim nod_num As int32: nod_num = robot.Project.Structure.Nodes.FreeNumber 

      Dim nod_sel As RobotSelection 

      Dim nod_sel_text As String: nod_sel_text = "" 

      nod_sel = robot.Project.Structure.Selections.CreatePredefined(IRobotPredefinedSelection.I_PS_NODE_SUPPORTED) 

      robot.Project.Structure.Nodes.RemoveLabel(nod_sel, IRobotLabelType.I_LT_NODE_SUPPORT) 

      nod_sel.Clear 

      nod_sel = robot.Project.Structure.Selections.Create(IRobotObjectType.I_OT_NODE) 

      Dim robot_cache As RobotStructureCache 

      robot_cache = robot.Project.Structure.CreateCache 

      For i As int32 = 0 To Support_Points.Count - 1 

        robot_cache.AddNode(nod_num, Support_Points(i).X, Support_Points(i).Y, Support_Points(i).Z) 

        nod_sel_text = nod_sel_text & " " & CStr(nod_num) 

        nod_num = nod_num + 1 

      Next i 

      robot.Project.Structure.ApplyCache(robot_cache) 

      nod_sel.FromText(nod_sel_text) 

      robot.Project.Structure.Nodes.SetLabel(nod_sel, IRobotLabelType.I_LT_NODE_SUPPORT, "Pinned") 

      nod_sel.Clear 

      robot.Project.ViewMngr.Refresh 

      Update = True 

    End If 

  End Sub 

 

Run Analysis Component Script 

  Private Sub RunScript(ByVal Activate As Object, ByRef Update As Object)  

    If Activate = True Then 

      Update = False 

      Dim robot As New RobotApplication 

      robot.Project.CalcEngine.AnalysisParams.IgnoreWarnings = True 

      robot.Project.CalcEngine.Calculate 

      robot.Project.ViewMngr.Refresh 

      Update = True 

    End If 

  End Sub 
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5. How Easy Is it to Control your Robot – Example 2 

This example shows how geometry can be quickly generated and analysed to test different geometric parameters such as 

the effect of the curvature of a domed structure on elastic critical buckling. The Robot API scripts are the same as those 

used in a previous example – see example 1C. 
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6. Bespoke Structural Optimisation  

Structural optimisation can mean many things to different structures, and applications – from simply optimizing structural 

steel beams for weight by modifying their serial size/flange thicknesses versus depth, to modification of a structures 

geometry based on a fitness criteria to achieve minimal weight. In example 2 previously, we have seen how quickly a 

script can be written to link together a domed structure and analyse different curvatures to look at the critical buckling 

factors. As well as create and analyse models in Robot using the API, it is also possible to extract results from any type of 

analysis.  

The example below is a reinforced concrete tower structure in China, which is required to have two structural systems in 

order to resist lateral loads arising from seismic events – a central concrete core, and a perimeter beam and column 

frame system. The architectural design intent for the perimeter is such that the layout and sizes are to be visually 

influenced by the structural engineering requirements, as well as architectural constraints. Multiple feedback loops were 

created to study the influence of the perimeter structure size and spacing, including:  

- A reductive approach – column sizes start at a maximum and are reduced to their minimum required size based on 

the fitness criteria (a limiting bar stress). Where column sizes fall below a minimum, they are deleted from the model 

before it is rerun. 

- An additive approach – columns are input on a minimal architectural grid at minimum sizes, and are gradually 

increased to a maximum specified size. When the column sizes reach a maximum, additional columns are placed on 

a subdivided grid. 

The fitness of each iteration is not only the beam/column stress results, but also the overall building analysis results 

which must be satisfied per code. Using the Robot API we are able to access, for example:  

- Building periods for the first 3 modes 

- Seismic mass and base shear 

- Building and storey drifts due to wind and seismic loading 
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7. Cables Analysis – Finding Initial Cable Lengths 

Out of the box, Robot does not allow the user to use form finding algorithms to define cable/membrane 

structure geometry or pre-tensions. Using the API it is possible to complement the cable analysis capabilities 

with some degree of iterative solution finding. For example, it is possible to run and rerun analyses which 

include both cable elements (which cannot carry axial or bending forces) with 2D bar elements (which can 

carry bending and axial forces), to find the length at which a cable should be installed in order to achieve a 

desired preset geometry.  

In this example, we will create a simple beam with some cables attached, and show how it is possible to 

iterate through the cable initial length parameters in order to find the initial lengths which result in close to 

zero deflection of beam in the installed or ‘assembly’ case. 
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8. Large Scale Complex Models 

It is possible to build large and complex models in Robot, combining 2D bar and shell elements (as well as 

volumetric elements). We will show how models can be generated and managed accurately and reduce risk 

of errors and omissions by manipulating model data such as generation of competent geometry, and 

manipulation of data such as node and bar numbering and naming.  
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9, Complex Geometry Shell Analysis 

Shell finite element geometry is notoriously difficult to get right and run analyses smoothly. Whilst the mesh 

engine in Robot is very powerful in comparison to competing structural engineering products, there are still 

best practice methods in creating the geometry to be meshed in order to reduce the dependence on the 

mesh/mesh correct algorithms in Robot. Through some examples which include doubly curved structural 

surfaces, we will see how the API and the mesh engine can be used to streamline analysis of complex 

structural connections. 
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10. The Future’s Bright, The Future’s Dynamo 

Using examples 1 and 2 earlier, you have seen how fast and easy it is to connect Robot to other software 

applications using the API. Links between Robot and Dynamo (a visual programming platform that links 

directly to Revit) are on their way! 

 

 


